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Cornwell, T.J., Holdaway, M.A. & UsonJ.M., 1993, Radio-interferometric imaging of very
large objects: implications for array design, A&A 271,697.
Analysis of TP and arrays with same antenna size.  Excellent error analysis

Wright, M. 2012, ALMA Single Dish and Array Combination Workshop: Heterogeneous
Array Imaging: 

http://w.astro.Berkeley.edu/~wright/ALMA/SingleDishandArrayCombinationWorkshopDec17-19.pdf

Holdaway. M.A., 1999, Mosaicing with Interferometer Arrays, ASP Conference series 
180, 401.  NRAO summer school.  Good introduction.

Högbom, J. A. 1974, A&AS, 15, 417:  CLEAN ALGORITHM
1967-68: I was Post Doc In Leiden: Oort, vdHulst, vdLaan, Brouw, Hogbom

Greisen, E.W.,2002, Wide Field Imaging in Classic AIPS since 1970
Gluing each field together.  Has some advantages.

Rau, Naik, Braun, 2019, AJ 158,3,1: A joint Deconvolution …
Discussed in next talk, and throughout workshop. 

ALMA imaging/deconvolution ‘relatively easy’ because of little large field
problems where sky curvature is important.

http://w.astro.berkeley.edu/~wright/ALMA/SingleDishand


VLA image at 1.4 GHz of Fornax-A with 20” resolution

Three VLA pointing mosaic plus Parkes SD.
Each field imaged and then overlap combined,
Smooth to Parkes resolution and scale.

“A SIMPLE  FEATHER”



From Teuben



Adam Ginsberg 

Adam’s talk is not available in the github repository. I assume the content included 
feathering in both the Fourier and image domains. The appeal of feathering 
techniques is their simplicity. 

Fourier Domain
1. Grid SD and (deconvolved) INT maps appropriately (can be one or more of 

each)
2. Generate weighting masks for each resolution except the lowest; e.g.,

• Take image of clean beam of a given map
• FFT
• Take real part and normalize to unity
• Weight of map wi = 1 – wi+1 where i+1 is next lowest resolution

3. FFT each map and multiply by its corresponding weighting mask
4. Sum in FT domain
5. Perform IFT of the total
6. Normalize



Imaging Domain (SSC)

Faradani et al. (2018): “A new approach for short-
spacing correction of radio interferometric data”

ATCA

+ Parkes



See Koda et al. (2019): “Total Power Map to Visibilities (TP2VIS): Joint Deconvolution of 
ALMA 12m, 7m and Total Power Array Data”.  [ALMA Development Study]



Peter Teuben













Note: TP2VIS and SD2VIS are available through Peter Teuben’s QAC (“quick array combinations”) CASA 
functions. See ngVLA Memo 59 for a description and https://github.com/teuben/QAC for installation.  

https://github.com/teuben/QAC


An aside:

Iwai, Bastian & White have looked at the 
question of deconvolution of the 12m (Melco 
antenna) beam from TP fast-scan maps as a 
means of better characterizing the center-to-
limb brightness variation and to improve 
contrast. 

Maps were made in bands 3 and 6 of 1 deg 
diameter (compared with the standard 2/3 deg). 
These have been characterized In terms of either 
three Gaussians or two Gaussians and a 
quadrupolar component. 

Observed Model





Urvashi Rau
Several approaches to data combination are classified and discussed: “image combination”, 
“starting model”, “joint reconstructions”. I’ll touch on the last one here. 





See Rau et al. (2019): “A Joint Deconvolution Algorithm to Combine Single Dish and 
Interferometric Data for Wideband Multi-term ad Mosaic Imaging”





SDINT mplementation supports both wide-band and mosaic imaging. 







Where does this leave us?

• No need to reinvent the wheel: a lot of effort has been expended on 
recovering the information content on short spacings
• The Sun is a but different from other ALMA imaging problems in that the 

background emission is very bright with low-contrast complexity 
superposed 
• The tools are largely available to perform the task, but
• A sober-minded and systematic evaluation of various approaches is needed 

to assess which one(s) are best matched (using what criteria?) to the solar 
imaging problem:
• Feathering in either the Fourier or image domain may be fine for single pointings
• Mosaics may need to pursue TP2VIS or SDINT but here, too, simplicity may rule the 

day


